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The accompanying Special Report reviews
the crucial financial problems that face private
educational institutions - problems that well
could result in a crisis for non-tax supported
colleges. It is predicted that some colleges may
not survive the next few years, and others
may lose their identity through merger.

Helen Phinney MacNeil '34
Chairman, Nominating
Committee
AdeleGreuner '20,
K'ltherineL. Bitter,
Director of Alumnae Affairs

As long as there is a knowledge explosion
- a doubling of facts and ideas to be learned
every 10 years - there will be a need for developing better techniques for teaching and
learning, and our nation will need colleges such
as Lesley to provide them.
* * *
There are many practical
ever, that Lesley must face.

problems, how-

At Lesley, we are taking a more optimistic view. Our problems are real, and they
are many; however, we feel that Lesley has a
mission, a role to fulfill in society, which insures a future for our college for many years
to come. Let me briefly review why we believe
this is true.

We have looked at the financial and physical plant needs for the next five years, and
we are extending these projections to ten years.
The challenges are great and the picture is
not totally bright . To properly assess where
we are and where we are going, let us take a
quick look into the past.

Lesley is unique, it is innovative. We hold
no brief for a particular educational philosophy. We examine the old in light of the new,
try out the new, throw out or modify old and
new ideas that are not useful, and change our
thinking to accommodate new ideas that have
special merit.

Lesley College traditionally has relied on
income from tuition and fees alone to operate
its physical plant and provide quality education for its students. This has been an admirable goal and a substantial achievement, especially since most private colleges and universities have long relied on an increasing number
of gifts from alumni , friends and business
to balance their budgets and to make capital
improvements. However. Lesley has only recently begun seeking gifts from these sources
in order to strengthen its financial structure.

Many colleges and universities - both
state and private - say they also do these
things. And they do to some extent. But the
fact is that very little scientific research really
has been done in the field of education. This is
the void that we believe Lesley is uniquely
equipped to fill.

EX-OFFICIO

David 0. Torn,pkins

to the Vice President

We can do this because we are not a multiversity with many separate entities, but we
are a small, closely knit community, able to
span and examine the entire educational process. As we study learning, we learn from each
other - students, faculty and staff. At hand
are our three experimental schools for children
for testing and observing new ideas. Lesley
is, then, a "laboratory for learning" which,
through the outreach of its faculty and graduates, is making and will continue to make
many significant contributions to the field of
education.

When Dr. Don A. Orton became President
in 1~60, he recognized that the day was soon
commg when the College would have to increase its income, as the cost of education was
soaring and threatened to out-strip Lesley's
current resources.
He saw immediately that faculty salar'ies
were dangerously below the competitive level
for the New England area. He foresaw that
the College would have a difficult time keeping
its top-flight professors and would have trouble
recruiting qualified people in the future. He
made upgrading of professors' salaries his top
priority goal.
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Further, to implement the College's philosophy of education, Dr. Orton saw the need to
enlarge the population of students and, comparably, the campus facilities.

"A.~ 111ith most organiza tions, Lesley's future
progress is made not .~o
much by giant leaps
forward as by thoughtfully planned , steady
increments of growth.''
Don A. Orton
Pres ide nt

The results of these moves have been dramatic:
.
• The gap has narrowed considerably between Lesley salaries and those of other institutio_ns and is closing a little more each year,
despite the fact that the national average professor's salary continues to rise at the rate of
7 % per year.
•

Undergraduate
enrollment
from 363 students to 536.

* * *
Thus far, we have talked only about the
educational program of Lesley College, and
the financial needs relating to it. There is also
concern for the physical facilities in which the
program is conducted.

has risen

• Fourteen additional properties have
been purchased and renovated for classroom
and living quarters. This brings the total
number of college-owned buildings to 28.

"If w e are willing to
reach out for it, students can find at Le .qley th e help and friendship of a close community."
Jo-Anne D'Arnato
Class of '69

* * *
All this has been accomplished without
sacrificing quality. In fact, quality has been
enhanced and the reputation of Lesley College
has been advanced. As evidence, the ratings
of employers of our graduates are increasingly
complimentary. Another kind of evidence is the
interest that the Federal Government has recently taken in the work at Lesley. Federal support for specific research programs increased
from $15,750 in 1964-65, to $124,181 in 196667, and will likely continue to increase.
Another measurement of Lesley's quality is
its library. It now occupies well over twice the
area assigned to it in 1960-61, but it continues
to burst at its seams. Book holdings have increased from 17,000 to over 37,000 volumes in
the last seven years, and an excellent microfilm
library has been installed. The total spent on
the library last year was $26,000, a six-fold increase over 1960-61.
The cost of maintaining and upgrading the
L~sley tradition, however, has come high.
Smee 1960-61 the budget of the college has incr~a.sed f;~m under $750,000 to nearly $2
m1ll10n. Tms has been substantially met by a
57 % increase in tuition and fees and a 57 %
increase in enrollment. Other help has come
from foundations and government grants for
graduate programs, . research, and library development. Gifts from individuals have been
increasingly helpful in improving salaries and
scholarship programs. Several individuals and
groups of parents and alumnae have been
particularly interested in purchasing library
books.
2

Income from all areas has risen steadily each
year, but the percentage increase (22 % last
year) has barely kept pace with the percentage
increase in the college budget (21 % in 196667). Much greater understanding among all
its constituencies of the needs of Lesley must
be realized in the years ahead.

What is the future
Lesley?

financial

picture

at

TUITION AND FEES: Although some
additional increases in tuition may be projected for the future, their magnitude cannot
be expected to rival that of the last seven
years. Lesley is currently competitive in its
fee structure with similar institutions and
plans to continue in this position.
ENROLLMENT:
Further, enrollment is
near the maximum level desired to effectively
implement the "laboratory for learning" educational objectives of the College, so that substantial increase in the number of students is
no longer a practical answer to Lesley's financial needs.

"W e are building what
I believe is a sound deve lopm ent program to
support hoth operating
and capital needs in th e
critical y ears ahead."
F. Weston Prior
Vice President for
Development

"Lesley is in the best
financial condition of
her history as she em barks on the most important decades in her
r elati ve ly short life. Additional resource.q mu,;t
be found, however, to
assure 111hat promise.q
to be an exciting a.nd
rewarding future."
John G. Tucker
Tr easurer

And yet, the cost of providing quality
education at Lesley-as
elsewhere-continues
to rise rapidly. Clearly, additional sources of
income must be realized. Just to continue present programs, John G. Tucker, our Treasurer,
predicts a deficit by 1969-70 unless these
sources are found. State colleges and universities may rely more and more on federal and
local government, as well as private gifts, to
meet the challenges that lie ahead. Lesley, an
independent institution,
must count almost
solely on the private sector to provide the
funds needed to continue.
PRIVATE GIFTS: In looking ahead toward these needs, the College, with the aid
of interested alumnae, parents and friends,
established an Office of Development in 196162, to identify and cultivate potential sources
of income. Since that time, the College has been
successful in attracting foundation and government granti, for special programs, and in
initiating broad-based annual giving programs.

A progressive, innovative, experimental
and quality institution requires a modern, flexible plant and latest educational equipment in
order to provide a maximum experience for
its students and its faculty. Except for White
Hall, a dining and living complex, and Stebbins
Hall, the main classroom building and library,
Lesley is principally housed in renovated
dwellings, some of which are 19th century
vintage.
For the past several years, Dr. Orton and
his faculty and staff have been developing
plans for a new Lesley campus to be built on
the present site. In December, the Trustees
approved a Master Plan which integrates the
"laboratory for learning" concept into a modern, urban, academic setting. Since then, the
plan has been acclaimed by architectural critics as a possible answer to the physical plant
needs that face urban colleges and universities
everywhere. The Trustees will unfold the plans
for capital development in the months ahead
to all of the College's constituencies and will
ask the support of all to fulfill the Lesley
"dream." The new campus will be Lesley's
laboratory-it
is crucial to the College's future role in education.

* *

*

We have taken a hard look at the present
and future of Lesley. It is a picture of uncertainties, but there pervades a sense of optimism and excitement about the future.
The plain fact at Lesley regarding the
potential crisis it faces perhaps is best summed
up by President Orton in his 1966-67 Annual
Report to the Corpora tors of the College:
"The future history of Lesley will be
written in simple terms: the degree to
which each segment of the College-students, faculty, administrators , parents ,
alumnae, corporators and friends - seriously commit themselves and act in her
interest."
3

Alumnae Day was scheduled in answer to the
request of Alumnae for a program that would
be generally academically oriented, but at the
same time would remain uniquely "Lesley."
The entire affair was considered a program of
continuing education. "Continuing" because education is just that. No other field of st udy
changes so fast and affects so many. Elementary
teachers must continue to be informed of de velopments, both theoretical and practical, that
will affect their careers as teachers of young
children.

VIDEO TAPING
Alumnae then attended presentation-discussion
sessions in the Classroom Building. In one session, Dr. Elmer E. Van Egmond, Dean of General Education, told his "alumnae students" how
Lesley student teachers can use video tapes to
become better teachers. He explained that the
girls watch a TV monitor immediately following a five-minute, video taped teaching session
to see the effect of their presentation and discover where they need practice. A supervising
member of the Lesley faculty observes the lesson and evaluates the trainee's techniques while
both watch a playback on the TV screen. The
short lessons are called "Micro-teaching" and
combining this technique with video tapes is
relatively new in teacher education. To the
delight of his Alumnae audience, Dr. Van Egmond had a tape of three very familiar faces:
Dr. Leslie M. Oliver, Mrs. Alma B. MacCormack
and Dr. Russell G. Schofield.

ALUMNAE DAY
HIGHLIGHTS
By
Jan et M. Sil va G '58

What do you know about "Micro-teaching"?
Have you ever heard of "MATCH Boxes"?
What are some of the new approaches to teaching and learning today and what are the latest
developments in teaching perceptu ally handicapped children?

F amiliar door s beckon ed to L esley Alumna e as they
ent er ed th e Classr oom Buildin g for a morning of study
and discussi on d1iring Alumna e Day.

These were some of the questions asked and
answered on Alumnae Day, Saturday, April 6,
when more than 75 Lesley College graduates
from the New England area returned to the
campus to sample a slice of Lesely's academic
life.

Alumnae Day was one of the many efforts presently being made by the College to offer educators a variety of innovative learning experi ences that are compatable with Lesley's concepts of a true laboratory for learning .

Sponso r ed by the Alumnae Association, the
event marked the first of what is hoped to be
an annual affair. The theme of the day was
"Lesley College: A Laborat ory for Learning."

The learning
had on April
which Lesley
volved every

4

After registering, Alumnae gathered in White
Hall to chat with classmates and faculty members. In the opening general session, President
Don A. Orton welcomed guests and explained
that participants would have the opportunity to
take part in various events as a first-hand exposure to Lesley as a "Laboratory for Learning."
He pointed out that life in an institution of
higher education is much more than what goes
on 1n the classroom. "In fact, it seems quite
likely," he said, "that a greater share of the
learning goes on outside of the classroom." For
this reason, Dr. Orton explained, every element
of academic life at Lesley College is designed to
contribute to the learning process and all those
affected by a decision are involved in the
groundwork of making that decision.

experiences that Lesley Alumnae
6 were the kinds of experiences in
students , faculty and staff are inday.

MATCH BOX LEARNING
In another class, Dr. George L. Miller, Dean of
Teacher Education, joined Mr. Fred Kresse of
the Children's Museum of Boston to demonstrate another innovative Lesley project. Dr .
Miller and Mr. Kresse are conducting a workshop for Lowell, Massachusetts, elementary
school teachers that will provide them with
theory and experience in producing MATCH
Boxes similar to those developed by the Children's Museum. A MATCH Box is a self-contained "system" of materials and activities designed for a subject or subjects relying largely
on non-verbal forms of communication between
the teacher and children. Dr. Miller explained
that activities are designed to make learning
the product of the children's own actions. The
children learn prima l ily from what they are
doing rather than from whdt they are being
told. Each MATCH Box has an underlying

(left to right) Joyc e Marshall Snyder '61, Mar sha
Kolsky Traub '59, and Sandra Fre shman K eller '60,
examin e a working mod el of a canal lock u sed in th e
MATCH Box pr e,;entation of "Paddle~to-the-S ea" at
Alumnae Day.

teaching strategy that is set forth in its own
teachers' guide, expressed in a series of specific lesson plans.
"Paddle-to-the-Sea", the Box which was demonstrated to Alumnae, traces in miniature an
Indian's canoe journey through the Great Lakes
to the sea. Some materials in this Box were
charts and templates of the Great Lakes; ore
and grain samples; a model of a breeches buoy;
and canal locks and fur trading artifacts.

GRADUATE PROGRAMS AT LESLEY
Some Alumnae attended a class led by Dr. Boris
Gertz, Director of Graduate Programs, who
discussed Lesley's Graduate Program for teaching perceptually handicapped children. Dr.
Gertz spoke of the Graduate School's development of a new Master's Degree Program in
Special Education for prospective and experienced teachers . He talked about the practicum
experiences at the Walter F. Dearborn School,
one of Lesley's three Schools for Children . The
comprehensive graduate program gives the Les5

ley student a well-rounded approach to languag-e and learning- skills in which reading,
spelling, and use of symbols are combined in
one unit _as part of a spiral curriculum. Dr.
Gertz explained that the program makes use
of the latest techniques in visual and auditory
motor skills, speech. eye-hand coordination in
lang-uage arts and learning theory. He noted
that Lesley Colleg-e is now producing the learning specialists which are so sorely needed in
local school systems.
MORE NEW APPROACHES '1'0
TEACHING AND LEARNING
Alumnae who registered for a session on special
approaches to teaching and learning met for
an hour and a half with Dr. Irene G. Casper,
Assistant Professor in Education. Dr. Casper
told her class that a number of professors have
been experimenting at Lesley with different ap-

Dr. Don A. Orton wa s on hand during Alumnae Day
to greet former L esley students, Here, he is answering
a question from the audience concerning the concept
of L es ley College as a "Laboratory for L earning ."

Dr. Irene G. Casper, As.~istant Professor of Education,
(ri_qht) conrlucted a se.~8ion on specia l approaches to
t eaching and learning with Alumnae during the Continuing Education Program, held at the College in
April.
6

D_r. Elmer _E. Van Egmond, D ean of Gen era l Educathe many uses to
tio~, exJ!lain ed and demonstrated
which video taping techniques can be put in the ar ea
of teacher education during Alumnae Day.

proaches toward the improvement of teaching
and learning. Some examples are: 1. the use
of Pass-Fail instead of letter grading in selected areas; 2. deliberate attention to hoiu a
class is working together to learn, as well as
the cont,ent it is trying to master; and 3. pilot
projects in which a group of three or four faculty members take responsibility for teaching
a group of students in a team teaching context
instead of meeting these same students in separate course meetings. Dr. Casper also explained the human relations laboratory,
a
unique approach to learning which focuses
upon personal, interpersonal and group experiences in the "Here-and-Now." She pointed out
more specifically that human relations training
emphasizes the use of direct experience in order
to provide the depth from which insights and
skills can be acquired.

The Junior Class played host to over 150 families at Lesley's annual Parents'
Weekend,
May 3 4 and 5. A full and varied program
of eve~ts 'was planned around the theme, "It's
About Time!"

After classes, Alumnae returned to White Hall
Lounge for a group summation and question
and answer period. Marion Stringham, Dean
of Students, joined Dr. Orton and the other
discussion leaders to answer questions ranging
from Lesley's curriculum to dorm life and student activities.

On Saturday morning, Lesley's faculty treated
parents and their daughters to a variety of
discussion groups ranging from on-campus
life to off-campus concerns.

Highlighted during the weekend were a "Junior Class Revue" on Friday evening; parentdaughter-faculty
discussion groups o~ _Saturday morning; a class song compebt10n; a
Dean's Tea; and a night at the Boston Pops on
Saturday evening.

A LOOK AT
PARENTS' WEEKEND
LESLEY STYLE

The "Junior Class Revue," written and produced by members of the Junior Class , drew
a large crowd at Rindge Technical High School
in Cambridge. There were laughs galore as
the audience viewed students' spoofs on college
life.

In closing, President Orton gave Alumnae a
"sneak preview" of some of the thinking behind plans for the new Lesley campus. He explained that the campus will be built to facilitate continuous learning and to study the phenomenon of learning, wherever and whenever
it occurs.

A sample human relations laboratory was held
as part of the morning's discussion period. The
lab enabled parents to learn first-hand how
a group of this nature functions during this
learning experience. Other activities included
parents' participation in an art workshop; discussions on student teaching-what
it is, how
it functions; new trends in psychology; contemporary
problems off-campus; and "New
Revolt in the Classroom."

As Alumnae were preparing to leave, they
could be seen and heard gathering in small
groups, excitedly talking about the morning's
program and the many changes in Lesley during the past few years. It is a certainty that
when these Alumnae and others return for next
year's Alumnae Day , they will find even more
changes at Lesley that will reflect the new and
vigorous directions being taken by the College
in the field of Higher Education.

A Class Song Competition was held on Saturday afternoon, each class having the responsibility for writing their own lyrics and arranging the music. The judges, members of
the faculty and administration, had a difficult
time determining the winners, since all of the
renditions were good, but top honors for this
year went to members of the Sophomore Class
for their rendition depicting the "trials and
tribulations" of the Sophomore girl.

Boys! Boys! Boys! Lesley girls w elcomed the new
policy chan_qe and the "boys" (just for the. "Junio_r
Class Revue," of course) with open arms during their
spoof on lif e at L esley .
7

NEWS and NOTES
from the Alumnae Office
BEATRICE MARDEN GLICKMAN '40
COMPLETES TERM AS PRESIDENT
OF THE ALUMNAE ASSOCIATION
B eatrice Mard en Glickman '40 will end a very
successful term as President of the Lesley College Alumnae Association at the annual ·alumnae meeting to be held during Homecoming
'68 weekend, June 7, 8, and 9.
"T eleP,~on e Hour" at L esley during the "Junior Cla
R evue broug?it c_huckles from th e audi ence as ir~!
pr
their view s on the u ,, e of th is
·" won d erous
g
· esented
t
li/e_rum ent of communication in furtherin,q th eir soci~ l
0

The Dear:'~ Tea and a cocktail hour provided
opport1:1mties for parents and daughters to
c~at w1t~ members of faculty and administration durmg the latter part of the afternoon
It was at the cocktail hour , held at the Holiday
Inn, that parents who have recently become
ch_arter members of the Lord Newark Association at . Lesley C?l~ege were presented with
plaques m recogmt10n of their membership.
The evening at the "Pops" on Saturday night
w:as well '.1-t~endedand the musical treat prov1ded a f1ttmg close to the Weekend's more
formal festivities.
Aft~r a leisurely Sunday morning brunch at
White Hall, parents took leave of their daughters and were h~meward bound, each mother
a nd father havmg contributed
with th ·
daughters to a highly successful Parents'
end at Lesley College .

we:~~

M emb ers of th e Sophomor e Class r ep eat the; d"
tion to th e
l
f h
• ., ren i. d d th app au se o t e audi enc e aft er th ey w er e
.7u ·.C(e · ,e w 1,nner.q of thi s uear's Son_q Com11etition
during Par en ts' W eek end.

Beatrice is by no means a stranger to Lesley
College. Before she took office as President for
the year 1967-1968 , she served as Treasurer of
the Alumnae Association for two years. During that time, she was Chairman of two Homecoming weekends. It was this versatile and
charming woman who was responsible for
bringing the reunion weekend back on campus,
where weekend guests could stay in the dorms,
and enjoy the fun and conviviality that comes
from the warm atmosphere found in college
life .
As President of the Alumnae Association, Beatrice has worked very closely with the Alumnae
Office in building a strong and effective Board
of Directors. She has stressed the importance
of giving ·each member a definite job, and has
made it possible for the Alumnae Association
to touch upon many areas for an increased
number and variety of Alumnae programs . As
a result of these efforts, the Board was active
this past year in the areas of undergraduate
relations, clubs, continuing education programs,
scholarship , magazin e, and , of course, Homecoming.

distinguished Lord Newark branch of the Lesiie - Lesley clan whose Scottish origin dates
back to the eleventh century. Edith Lesley
Wolfard, founder of Lesley College, was a direct descendant of this branch.
There were five Lords Newark, the first of
whom - and most distinguished - was David
Leslie, born in 1601. A soldier by profession,
he assisted the English Parliament against King
Charles I in 1643. He later fought gallantly
against Oliver Cromwell in defense of Scotland and with Charles II in England.
During the battle of Yorkshire, he was taken
prisoner and committed to the Tower of London. After the Restoration, David Leslie once
again came into favor with the ruling forces,
and the king immediately created him a Peer
of Scotland, bestowing upon him the title of
Lord Newark.

THIS SYMBOLOF MEMJ !!.RSHIP IN THB

IS PRESEl'/Tl!DTO

IN RE("f)(;NltlOr-1 Of lllS OE Nf:ROUS SVPl'ORT
OF THE COUEoE·s PERSISTENTQUEST foa

ACADEMIC

EXCELl,ENC€ AND SEII.VICf-TOT ll l: COMMl!t-llTY AND NAT\Ot-1

On behalf of Lesley Alumnae and all other
members of the Lesley Community, our sin cerest thanks are extended to B eatr ice Marden
Glickmcin for her concern for, and devotion to,
the College and the Alumnae Association.
To the incoming President of the Le sley College Alumnae Association, 1968-1969 (to be
announced at Homecoming), we say welcome.

Th e Dean's T {m pro vi ded l .
l
.
·' ' a ,eisure lJ Pau se in activities
that ena bled , ·
..
t'
t
·
par
f'?n
t
s,
daughters,
fa
culty
members
and
ad minis ra ion staff to
t
d
·
.
(right) L esley' R . tm ee an c1iat. Cath erin e W elch
dent s and .
s egi s rar and a fri end to many s tuby th e Junfo;uCml.na e, twas among tho se women invited
ass o pour at the t ea.

Dr. Don A. Orton pr esent ed a pl
b l'
ber ship in ti L d N
·
aque _sym o ic of memie
or.
ewark A ss ociat es to Mr and
M
r s: ~ ester _G. Sobin during Par ent s' W eek ena" M
Sobin is Chairrnan of th e Par ent s ' Annual c· · · p r.
gram at L esley.
iving ro-

CHARTER MEMBERSHIP OPEN IN
LORD NEWARK ASSOCIATES
The Lord Newark Associates has been formed
by those who are vitally concerned with the College's continuing quest for academic excellence
and overall service to the community and nation. The purpose of the Association is to provide an annual sustaining fund to be used in
the persistent effort to achieve the goals of the
College.
The name of the Association

comes from the

Thi s plaqu e identif es it s r ecipient as n m em ber of th e
n ewly form ed Lord N ewark A ssoc iat es. M em ber ship is
open to alumnae, par ent s and fri end s of L es ley Colleg e.
Purpos e of th e ass ociation is to dev elop an annual sus taining fund to be utili ze d in achieving th e goal s of
th e College.

Charter Membership in the Lord Newark Associates is open to alumnae, parents, and
friends who signify by their gift or pledge to
contribute annually a minimum of $500 to
Lesley College. Associates will receive a distinctive plaque, symbolic of membership, and
will be hosted at an annual fall dinner by
President Orton.
Special efforts will be made to keep members
informed on the College's development and
progress. In addition, members will receive the

8
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personal satisfaction of directly contributing
to the advancement of education by their gifts
to a college in which they have particular interest.

Americans about the non-western world. Mrs.
Reischauer was participating in the President's
Seminar series which brings guest lecturers
to campus throughout the year.

Additional information about membership may
be obtained by writing the Lord Newark Associates, President's Office, 29 Everett Street,
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138, or by calling
(617) 868-9600, ext. 64.

LESLEY STUDENTS OBSERVE
STEP-UP NIGHT
Lesley students have revived the tradition of
Step-Up Night. The ceremony, held on May
7, marked the occasion when each class stepped
up into the next year, and seniors officially became members of the Alumnae Association.
A candlelight ceremony was held in the amphitheater at the College. It began with a procession of the Senior Class, garbed in caps
and gowns. Dean of Students, Marion Stringham, welcomed the group and was followed by
Gay Hale of the class of 1968, who gave her
impressions of Lesley over her four years here
as a student. At that time, the Senior Class
President, Helena Murphy, presented Dr. Orton with her class' gift to the College. Mrs.
Alma B. MacCormack, Senior Class Advisor,
introduced the seniors to the President of the
Alumnae Association, Beatric e Marden Glickman '40. The seniors, standing, were inducted
into the Association, as Beatrice lit the candle
of the Senior Class President, symbolizing the
seniors' new status as alumnae. Dr. Elizabeth
Berglund presented the Junior Class to the
school as next year's upperclass. The new upperclassmen in turn had their candles lit by
members of the out-going Senior Class. The
program ended with a duet sung by Mary
Conklin '68 and Marci Gulden '69.

AROUND THE CAMPUS .....
Dr. Ronald 0. Lippitt, internationally known
educator and program director of the Center
for Research on Utilization of Scientific Knowledge at the University of Michigan, was
awarded an honorary degree of Doctor of Humane Letters from Lesley College at the annual
Winter Convocation on February 5th.

R eatri ce Mard en Gli ckman '40, Pr esident of the Alumna e A ss ociation, light s the candl e of Helena Murphy
'fi8, during St ep-Tip Night cer emonies, held on May
7 at Le sley Colleg e.
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The
Plain FactIs• • •

A scholarly article entitled "A Bookseller's Account Book, 1545", by Dr. Leslie M. Oliver, professor of English at Lesley, appeared in the
Harvard Literary Bulletin, April, 1968. Dr.
Oliver reported his discovery of a sixteenth
century fragment of the manuscript part of
the business records of a stationer or bookseller, listing sales of books, papers, and other
items with quantities and prices. Included is a
bill of sale to an Irish dealer, by which the
manuscript can be dated. Dr. Oliver succeeded
in deciphering the difficult sixteenth century
handwriting and identifying most of the books
listed.
The opening day of the 92nd annual convention
of the American Association on Mental Deficiency, held in Boston, May 1-4, was designated "Lesley Day" in honor of 45 Lesley students who volunteered their time to help staff
the conference. The girls, all studying special
education, assisted in registration, information
booths, press room activities, and as audio-visual aids assistants. The girls worked under the
guidance of Mr. Allan Zalk, Director of Lesley's
Carroll-Hall School.

Dr. Elmer E. Van Egmond, Dean of General
Education, has been elected a Fellow of the
N.T.L. Institute of Applied Behavorial Science,
formerly the National Training Laboratories.
The Institute operates year - round working
laboratories for consultation, training, research
and publication.
Mrs. Edwin 0. Reischauer, wife of the former
U. S. Ambassador to Japan, told Lesley students
on January 24 that world peace may depend
on how intelligently today's teacher educates

A Special Report

\.

Ha rri et Rifkin '70, Robin P earlman '70, and Phyllis
Mang el '69 (l eft to right), s tudying sp ecial edu cation
at L es ley Colleg e, w er e among th e girls who vo_lunteer ed th eir time to help staff th e rec ent convention of
th e American As sociation on M ental Deficiency.

... our colleges and
universities ·"are facing
what might easily
. . "
become a cr1s1s

0

UR COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES, over the last 20 years, have
experienced an expansion that is without precede~t-in bu~ldings and in budgets, in students and in professors, m rep~tatton
and in rewards-in power and pride and in deserved prestige. As
we try to tell our countrymen that we are faced with imminent
bankruptcy, we confront the painful fact that in the _e~esof the
American people-and I think also in the eyes of d1smterested
observers abroad:_we are a triumphant success. The observers
seem to believe-and I believe myself-that the American campus ranks with the American corporation among the handful of
first-class contributions which our civilization has made to the
annals of human institutions. We come _before the country to
plead financial emergency at a time when our public s_tanding
has never been higher. It is at the least an unhappy accident of
timing.
-MCGEORGE

BUNDY

President, The Ford Foundation

A Special Report

in the Midwest makes
a sad an·nouncement: With more well-qualified
applicants for its freshman class than ever before, the university must tighten its entrance
requirements. Qualified though the kids are, the university must turn many of them away.
• A private college in New England raises its tuition
fee for the seventh time since World War II. In doing
so, it admits ruefully: "Many of the best high-school
graduates can't afford to come here, any more."
• A state college network in the West, long regarded
as one of the nation's finest, can not offer its students
the usual range of instruction this year. Despite intensive recruiting , more than l,000 openings on the faculty
were unfilled at the start of the academic year.
• A church-related college in the South, whose denomination's leaders believe in strict separation of church
and state, severs its church ties in order to seek mones,
from the government. The college must have such money ,
say its administrators-or
it will die.
Outwardly , America's colleges and universities appear more affluent than at any time in the past. In the
aggregate they have more money, more students, more
building s, better-paid facultie s, than ever before in their
history.
Yet man y are on the edge of deep trouble.
"The plain fact, " in the words of the president of
Columbia University , "is that we are facing what might
easily become a crisis in the financing of American higher
education , and the sooner we know about it, the better
off we will be."
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is not limited to a few institutions.
Nor does it affect only one or two types of
institutio. n. Large universities, small colleges;
state -supported and privately supported: the
problem faces them all.
Before preparing this report, the editors asked more
than 500 college and university pres idents to tell usoff the record, if they preferred-just how they viewed
the future of their institutions. With rare exceptions, the
presidents agreed on this assessment: That the money is
not now in sight to meet the rising costs of higher education ... to serve the growing numbers of bright, qualified
students ... and to pay for the myriad activities that Americans now demand of their colleges and universities.
Important programs and necessary new buildings are
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OF us are hard-put to see where we are going
to get the funds to meet the educational demands
of the coming decade.
-A university president

being deferred for lack of money, the presidents said.
Many admitted to budget-tightening measures reminiscent of those taken in days of the Great Depression.
Is this new? Haven't the colleges and universities always needed money? Is there something different about
the situation today?
The answer is "Yes"-to all three questions.
The president of a large state university gave us this
view of the over-all situation, at both the publicly and
the privately supported institutions of higher education:
"A good many institutions of higher learning are
operating at a deficit," he said. "First , the private colleges and universities: they are eating into their endowments in order to meet their expenses. Second, the public
institutions. It is not legal to spend beyond our means ,
but here we have another kind of deficit : a deficit in
quality, which will be extremely difficult to remedy even
when adequate funding becomes available ."
Other presidents' comments were equally revealing:
• From a university in the Ivy League: "Independent
national universities face an uncertain future which
threatens to blunt their thrust, curb their leadership, and
jeopardize their independence . Every one that I know
about is facing a deficit in its operating budget, this
year or next. And all of us are hard-put to see where we
are going to get the funds to meet the educational demands of the coming decade."
• From a municipal college in the Mid west: "The best
word to describe our situation is 'desperate.' We are
operating at a deficit of about 20 per cent of our total
expenditure."
• From a private liberal arts college in Missouri: "Only
by increasing our tuition charges are we keeping our
heads above water. Expenditures are galloping to such,
a degree that I don't know how we will make out in the
future."
• From a church-related university on the West Coast:
"We face very serious problems. Even though our tuition
is below-average, we have already priced ourselves out of
part of our market. We have gone deeply into debt for
dormitories. Our church support is declining. At times,
the outlook is grim."
• From a state university in the Big Ten: "The budget for our operations must be considered tight. It is
Jess than we need to meet the demands upon the university for teaching, research, and public service."
• From a small liberal arts college in Ohio: "We are

on a hand-to-mouth, 'kitchen' economy. Our ten-year
projections indicate that we can maintain our quality
only by doubling in size."
• From a small college in the Northeast: "For the
first time in its 150-year history, our college has a planned
deficit. We are holding our heads above water at the
moment-but,
in terms of quality education, this cannot long continue without additional means of support."
• From a state college in California: "We are not
permitted to operate at a deficit. The funding of our bud get at a level considerably below that proposed by the
trustees has made it difficult for us to recruit staff members and has forced us to defer very-much-needed improvements in our existing activities."
• From a women's college in the South: "For the
coming year, our budget is the tightest we have had in
my fifteen years as president."

W

HAT'S GONE WRONG?

Talk of the sort quoted above may
seem strange, as one looks at the unparalleled growth of America's colleges
and universities during the past decade:
• Hardly a campus in the land does not have a brand new building or one under construction. Colleges and
universitie; are spending more than $2 billion a year for
capital expansion.
• Faculty salaries have nearly doubled in the past
decade. (But in some regions they are still woefully low.)
• Private, voluntary support to colleges and universities has more than tripled since 1958. Higher educa tion's share of the philanthropic dollar has risen from
11 per cent to 17 per cent.
• State tax funds appropriated for higher education
have increased 44 per cent in just two years, to a 1967-68
total of nearly $4.4 billion. This is 214 per cent more than
the sum appropriated eight years ago.
• Endowment funds have more than doubled over
the past decade. They're now estimated to be about $12
billion, at market value.
• Federal funds going to institutions of higher education have more than doubled in four years.
• More than 300 new colleges and universities have
been founded since I 945.
• All in all, the total expenditure this year for U.S.
higher education is some $18 billion-more than three
times as much as in 1955.

Moreover, America's colleges and universities have
absorbed the tidal wave of students that was supposed to
have swamped them by now. They have managed to fulfill their teaching and research functions and to undertake a variety of new public-service programs-despite
the ominous predictions of faculty shortages heard ten
or fifteen years ago. Says one foundation official:
"The system is bigger, stronger, and more productive
than it has ever been, than any system of higher education in the world."
Why, then , the growing concern?
Re-examine the progres s of the past ten years , and
this fact becomes apparent: The progress was greatbut it did not deal with the basic flaws in higher education's financial situation. Rather , it made the whole enterprise bigger, more sophisticated, and more expensive.
Volun tary contributions grew-bu t the complexity and
costliness of the nation' s colleges and univer sities grew
faster.
Endowment fund s grew- but the need for the income
from them grew faster.
State appropriations grew- but the need grew faster.
Faculty salaries were rising. New co_yrses were needed ,
due to the unprecedented "knowledge explosion.'' More
costly apparatus was required , as scientific progress grew
more complex. Enrollment s burgeoned-and
student s
stayed on for more advanced (and more expen sive) training at higher levels.
And, for most of the nat ion's 2,300 colleges and universities, an old problem remained - and was intensified ,
as the costs of education rose: gifts, endowment, and
government funds continued to go, disproportionately,
to a relative handful of institutions. Some 36 per cent of
all voluntary contribut ions, for example , went to just 55
major universities. Some 90 per cent of all endowment
funds were owned by fewer than 5 per cent of the institut ions. In 1966, the most recent year repor ted, some 70
per cent of the federal governmen t's fund s for higher
education went to 100 institutions.
McGeorge Bundy , the president of the Ford Foundat ion, puts it this way:
"Great gains have been made; the academic profession
has reached a wholly new level of economic strength,
and the instruments of excellence-the libraries and
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EACH

NEW ATTEMPT at a massive solution ha s left
the trustees and presidents just where they started.

-A foundation president

laboratories-are
stronger than ever. But the university
that pauses to look back will quickly fall behind in the
endless race to the future."
Mr. Bundy says further:
"The greatest general problem of higher education is
money .... The multiplying needs of the nation 's colleges and universities force a recognition that each new
attempt at a massive solution has left the trustees and
presidents just where they started: in very great need."
of higher educatio n
are unlike those , say, of industry. Colleges and
universities do not operate like General Motors. On the contrary , they sell their two primary services-teaching and research-at a loss.
Jt is safe to say (although details may differ from
institution to institution) that the American college or
university student pays only a fraction of the cost of his
education.
This cost varies with the level of education and with
the educational practices of the institution he attend s.
Undergraduate education , for instance, costs less than
graduate education - which in turn may cost less than
medical education. And the cost of educating a student
in the sciences is greater than in the humanities. Whatever the variations , however, the student's tuition and
fees pay only a portion ~f the bill.
"As private enterprises," says one president, "we don 't
seem to be doing so well. We lose money every time we
take in another student."
Of course, neither he nor his colleagues on other
campuses would have it otherwise. Nor, it seems clear ,
would most of the American people.
But just as student instruction is provided at a substantial reduction from the actual cost , so is the research
that the nation's universities perform on a vast scale for
the federal government. On this particular below-cost
service, as contrasted with that involving the provision
of education to their students , many colleges and un.iversities are considerably less than enthusiastic.
In brief: The federal government rarely pays the full
cost of the research it sponsors . Most of the money goes
for direct costs (compensation for faculty time , equipment, computer use , etc.) Some of it goes for indirect
costs (such "overhead" costs of the institution as payroll
departments , libraries , etc.). Government policy stipulates that the instituti ons receiving federal research grants
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.nust share in the cost of the research by contributing, in
some fashion, a percentage of the total amount of the
grant.
University presidents have insisted for many years
that the government should pay the full cost of the research it sponsors. Under the present system of costsharing, they point out, it actually costs their institutions
money to conduct federally sponsored research. This has
been one of the most controversial issues in the partnership between higher education and the federal government, and it continues to be so.
In commercial terms, then, colleges and universities
sell their products at a loss. If they are to avoid going
bankrupt, they must make up-from other sources-the
difference between the income they receive for their services and the money they spend to provide them.
With costs spiraling upward, that task becomes ever
more formidable.
of the harsh facts: Operating expenditures for higher education more than
tripled during the past decade-from about $4
billion in 1956 to $12.7 billion last year. By
1970, if government projections are correct, colleges and
universities will be spending over $18 billion for their
current operations, plus another $2 billion or $3 billion
for capital expansion.
Why such steep increases in expenditures? There are
several reasons:
• Student enrollment is now close to 7 milliontwice what it was in 1960.
• The rapid accumulation of new knowledge and a
resulting trend toward specialization have led to a broadening of the curricula, a sharp increase in graduate study,
a need for sophisticated new equipment, and increased
library acquisitions. All are very costly.
• An unprecedented growth in faculty salaries-long
overdue-has raised instructional costs at most institutions. (Faculty salaries account for roughly half of the
educational expenses of the average institution of higher
learning.)
• About 20 per cent of the financial "growth" during
the past decade is accounted for by inflation.
Not only has the over-all cost of higher education increased markedly, but the cost per student has risen
steadily, despite increases in enrollment which might, in
any other "industry," be expected to lower the unit cost.
Colleges and universities apparently have not improved their productivity at the same pace as the economy generally. A recent study of the financial trends in
three private universities illustrates this. Between 1905
and 1966, the educational cost per student at the three
universities, viewed compositely, increased 20-fold,
against an economy-wide increase of three- to four-fold.
In each of the three periods of peace, direct costs per
student increased about 8 per cent, against a 2 per cent
annual increase in the economy-wide index.

H

In publicly supported colleges and univers1t1es, the
outlook is no brighter, although the gloom is of a different variety. Says the report of a study by two professors
at the University of Wisconsin:
. "Public institutions of higher education in the United
States are now operating at a quality deficit of more than
a billion dollars a year. In addition, despite heavy construction schedules, they have accumulated a major capital lag."
The deficit cited by the Wisconsin professors is a computation of the cost of bringing the public institutions'
expenditures per student to a level comparable with that
at the private institutions. With the enrollment growth
expected by 1975, the professors calculate, the "quality
deficit" in public higher education will reach $2.5 billion.
The problem is caused, in large part, by the tremendous
enrollment increases in public colleges and universities.
The institutions' resources, says the Wisconsin study,
"may not prove equal to the task."
Moreover, there are indications that public institutions
may be nearing the limit of expansion, unless they receive
a massive infusion of new funds . One of every seven public universities rejected qualified applicants from their
own states last fall; two of every seven rejected qualified
applicants from other states. One of every ten raised admissions standards for in-state students; one in six raised
standards for out-of-state students.

ERE ARE SOME

Some observers conclude from this that higher education must be made more efficient-that ways must be
found to educate more students with fewer faculty and
staff members . Some institutions have moved in this
direction by adopting a year-round calendar of operations, permitting them to make maximum use of the
faculty and physical plant. Instructional devices, programmed learning, closed -circuit television, and other
technological systems are being employed to increase
productivity and to gain economies through larger
classes.
The problem, however, is to increase efficiency without jeopardizing the special character of higher education. Scholars are quick to point out that management
techniques and business practices cannot be applied
easily to colleges and universities. They observe, for
example, that on strict cost-accounting principles, a college could not justify its library. A physics professor,
complaining about large classes, remarks: "When you
get a hundred kids in a classroom, that's not education;
that's show business."
The college and university presidents whom we surveyed in the preparation of this report generally believe
their institutions are making every dollar work. There is
room for improvement, they acknowledge. But few feel
the financial problems of higher education can be significantly reduced through more efficient management.
seems fairly certain: The costs of
higher education will continue to rise. To
meet their projected expenses, colleges and
universities will need to increase their annual
operating income by more than $4 billion during the
four-year period between 1966 and 1970. They must find
another $8 billion or $10 billion for capital outlays.
Consider what this might mean for a typical private
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university. A recent report presented this hypothetical
case, based on actual projections of university expenditures and income:
The institution's budget is now in balance. Its educational and general expenditures total $24.5 million a
year.
Assume that the university's expenditures per student
will continue to grow at the rate of the past ten years7.5 per cent annually. Assume, too, that the university's
enrollment will continue to grow at its rate of the past
ten years-3.4 per cent annually. Ten years hence, the
institution's educational and general expenses would total
$70.7 million.
At best, continues the analysis, tuition payments in
the next ten years will grow at a rate of 6 per cent a year;
at worst, at a rate of 4 per cent-compared
with 9 per
cent over the past ten years. Endowment income will
grow at a rate of 3.5 to 5 per cent, compared with 7. 7 per
cent over the past decade. Gifts and grants will grow at
a rate of 4.5 to 6 per cent, compared with 6.5 per cent
over the past decade.
"If the income from private sources grew at the higher
rates projected," says the analysis, "it would increase
from $24.5 million to $50.9 million-leaving a deficit of
$19.8 million, ten years hence. If its income from private sources grew at the lower rates projected, it would have
increased to only $43 million-leaving a shortage of
$27.8 million, ten years hence."

W

ILL THE FUNDS be found to meet the projected cost increases of higher education?
Colleges and universities have traditionally received their operating income
from three sources: from the students, in the form of tuition and fees; from the state, in the form of legislative
appropriations; and from individuals, foundations, and
corporations, in the form of gifts. (Money from the federal
government for operating expenses is still more of a hope
than a reality.)
Can these traditional sources of funds continue to
meet the need? The question is much on the minds of the
nation's college and university presidents .
• Tuition and fees: They have been rising-and are
likely to rise more. A number of private "prestige" institutions have passed the $2,000 mark . Public institutions
are under mounting pressure to raise tuition and fees,
and their student charges have been rising at a faster rate
than those in private institutions.
The problem of student charges is one of the most
controversial issues in higher education today. Some feel
that the student, as the direct beneficiary of an education,
should pay most or all of its real costs. Others disagree
emphatically: since society as a whole is the ultimate
beneficiary, they argue, every student should have the
right to an education, whether he can afford it or not.
The leaders of publicly supported colleges and universities are almost unanimous on this point: that higher
tuitions and fees will erode the premise of equal oppor-
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We are reaching a point of diminishing
-A college president

It 's like buying a second home.

tunity on which public higher education is based. They
would like to see the present trend reversed-toward free,
or at least lower-cost, higher education.
Leaders of private institutions find the rising tuitions
equally disturbing. Heavily dependent upon the income
they receive from students, many such institutions find
that rais.ing their tuition is inescapable , as costs rise.
Scores of presidents surveyed for this report, however,
said that mounting tuition costs are "pricing us out of
the market." Said one: "As our tuition rises beyond the
reach of a larger and larger segment of the college-age
population, we find it more and more difficult to attract
our quota of students. We are reaching a point of diminishing returns ."
Parents and students also are worried. Said one father
who has been financing a college education for three
daughters: "It's like buying a second home."
Stanford Professor Roger A. Freeman says it isn't
really that bad. In bis book, Crisis in College Finance?,
he points out that when tuition increases have been adjusted to the shrinking value of the dollar or are related
to rising levels of income, the cost to the student actually
declined between 1941 and 1961. But this is small consolation to a man with an annual salary of $15,000 and three
daughters in college .
Colleges and universities will be under increasing pressure to raise their rates still higher, but if they do, they
will run the risk of pricing themselves beyond the means
of more and more students. Indeed , the evidence is strong
that resistance to high tuition is growing , even in relatively well-to-do families. The College Scholarship Service, an arm of the College Entrance Examination Board,
reported recently that some middle- and upper-income
parents have been "substituting relatively low-cost institutions" because of the rising prices at some of the nation's colleges and universities.
The presidents of such institutions have nightmares
over such trends . One of them, the head of a private
college in Minnesota, told us:
"We are so dependent upon tuition for approximately
50 per cent of our operating expenses that if 40 fewer
students come in September than we expect, we could
have a budgetary deficit this year of $50,000 or more."
• State appropriations: The 50 states have appropriated nearly $4.4 billion for their colleges and universities
this year-a figure that includes neither the $1-$2 billion
spent by public institutions for capital expansion, nor
the appropriations of local governments, which account
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for about 10 per cent of all public appropriations for the
operating expenses of higher education.
The record set by the states is remarkable-one
that
many observers would have declared impossible, as recently as. eight years ago. In those eight years, the states
have increased their appropriations for higher education
by an incredible 214 per cent.
Can the states sustain this growth in their support of
higher education? Will they be willing to do so?
The more pessimistic observers believe that the states
can't and won't, without a drastic overhaul in the tax
structures on which state financing is based. The most
productive tax sources, such observers say, have been
pre-empted by the federal government. They also believe
that more and more state funds will be used, in the future, to meet increasing demands for other services.
Optimists, on the other hand, are convinced the states
are far from reaching the upper limits of their ability to
raise revenue. Tax reforms, they say, will enable states
to increase their annual budgets sufficiently to meet higher
education's needs .
The debate is theoretical. As a staff report to the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations concluded: "The appraisal of a state's fiscal capacity is a
political decision [that] it alone can make. It is not a
researchable problem."
Ultimately, in short, the decision rests with the taxpayer.
• Voluntary private gifts: Gifts are vital to higher
education.
In private colleges and universities, they are part of the
lifeblood. Such institutions commonly budget a deficit,
and then pray that it will be met by private gifts.
In public institutions, private gifts supplement state
appropriations . They provide what is often called "a
margin for excellence." Many public institutions use such
funds to raise faculty salaries above the levels paid for by
the state, and are thus able to compete for top scholars.
A number of institutions depend upon private gifts for
student facilities that the state does not provide.
Will private giving grow fast enough to meet the growing need? As with state app 1opriations, opinions vary.
John J. Schwartz, executive director of the American
Association of Fund-Raising Counsel, feels there is a
great untapped reservoir. At present, for example, only
one out of every four alumni and alumnae contributes to
higher education. And, while American business corporations gave an estimated $300 million to education
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THE QUESTION· OF FEDERAL AID, everybody seems
to be running to the same side of the boat.
-A college president

in 1965- 66, this was only about 0.37 per cent of their net
income before taxes. On the average, companies contribute only about 1. 10 per cent of net income before taxes
to all causes-well below the 5 per cent allowed by the
Federal government. Certainly there is room for expans10n.

(Colleges and universities are working overtime to tap
this reservoir. Mr. Schwartz's association alone Itsts 117
colleges and universities that are now campaigning to
raise a combined total of $4 billion.)
But others are not so certain that expansion in private
giving will indeed take place. The 46th annual survey by
the John Price Jones Company, a firm of fund-raising
counselors, sampled 50 colleges and universities and found
a decline in voluntary giving of 8.7 per cent in 12 months.
The Council for Financial Aid to Education and the
American Alumni Council calculate that voluntary support for higher education in 1965-66 declined by some
1.2 per cent in the same period.
Refining these figures gives them more meaning . The
major private universities, for example, received about
36 per cent of the $1.2 billion given to higher education
-a decrease from the previous year. Private liberal arts
colleges also fell behind: coeducational colleges dropped
10 per cent, men's colleges dropped 16.2 per cent, and
women's colleges dropped 12.6 per cent. State institutions,
on the other hand, increased their private support by
23.8 per cent.
The record of some cohesive groups of colleges and
universities is also revealing. Voluntary support of eight
Ivy League institutions declined 27.8 per cent, for a total
loss of $61 million. The Seven College Cqnference, a
group of women's colleges, reported a drop of 41 per cent.
The Associated Colleges of the Midwest dropped about

5.5 per cent. The Council of Southern Universities declined 6.2 per cent. Fifty-five major private universities
received 7.7 per cent less from gifts.
Four groups gained. The state universities and colleges .
received 20.5 per cent more in private gifts in 1965-66
than in the previous year. Fourteen technological institutions gained 10.8 per cent. Members of the Great Lakes
College Association gained 5.6 per cent. And Western
Conference universities, plus the University of Chicago,
gained 34.5 per cent. (Within each such group, of course,
individual colleges may have gained or lost differently
from the group as a whole.)
The biggest drop in voluntary contributions came in
foundation grants. Although this may have been due, in
part, to the fact that there had been some unusually large
grants the previous year, it may also have been a foretaste of things to come. Many of those who observe
foundations closely think such grants will be harder and
harder for colleges and universities to come by, in years
to come.
EARING that the traditional sources of revenue may
not yield the necessary funds, college and university presidents are looking more and more to
Washington for the solution to their financial
problems.
The president of a large state university in the South,
whose views are typical of many, told us: "Increased federal support is essential to the fiscal stability of the colleges and universities of the land. And such aid is a proper
federal expenditure."
Most of his colleagues agreed-some reluctantly. Said
the president of a college in Iowa: "I don't like it ... but
it may be inevitable." Another remarked: "On the ques-
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tion of federal aid, everybody seems to be running to the
same side of the boat."
More federal aid is almost certain to come. The question is, When? And in what form?
Realism compels this answer: In the near future, the
federal government is unlikely to provide substantial
support for the operating expenses of the country's colleges and universities.
The war in Vietnam is one reason. Painful effects of
war-prompted economies have already been felt on the
campuses. The effective federal funding of research per
faculty member is declining. Construction grants are becoming scarcer. Fellowship programs either have been
reduced or have merely held the line.
Indeed, the changes in the fl.owof federal money to the
campuses may be the major event that has brought higher
education's financial problems to their present head.
Would things be different in a peacetime economy?
Many college and university administrators think so.
They already are planning for the day when the Vietnam
war ends and when, the thinking goes, huge sums of federal money will be available for higher education. It is no
secret that some government officials are operating on
the same assumption and are designing new programs of
support for higher education, to be put into effect when
the war ends.
Others are not so certain the postwar money fl.ow is
that inevitable. One of the doubters is Clark Kerr, former
president of the University of California and a man with
considerable first-hand knowledge of the relationship between higher education and the federal government. Mr.
Kerr is inclined to believe that the colleges and universities will have to ~fight for their place on a national priority
list that will be crammed with a number of other pressing
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AND UNIVERSITIES are tough. They liave
survived countless cataclysms and crises, and one
way or another they wil1 endure.
-A college president
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problems: air and water pollution, civil rights, and the
plight of the nation's cities, to name but a few.
One thing seems clear: The pattern of federal aid must
change dramatically, if it is to help solve the financial
problems of U .S. higher education . Directly or indirectly,
more federal dollars must be applied to meeting the increasing costs of operating the colleges and universities,
even as the government continues its support of student s,
of building programs, and of research.
for a way out of their financial difficulties, colleges and universities face the hazard that their
individual interests may conflict. Some form of competition (since the institutions are many and the
sources of dollars few) is inevitable and healthy. But one
form of competition is potentially dangerous and destructive and, in the view of impartial supporters of all
inst itutions of higher education, must be avoided at all
costs.
This is a conflict between private and public colleges
and universities .
In simpler times, there ·was little cause for friction.
Public institutions received their funds from the states.
Private institutions received their funds from private
sources .
No longer. All along the line, and with increasing frequency, both types of institution are seeking both public
and private support-often
from the same sources:
• The state treasuries: More and more private institutions are suggesting that some form of state aid is not
only necessary but appropriate. A number of states have
already enacted programs of aid to students attending
private institutions. Some 40 per cent of the state appropriation for higher education in Pennsylvania now
goes to private institutions.
• The private philanthropists: More and more public
institutions are seeking gifts from individuals, foundations, and corporations, to supplement the funds they
receive from the state. As noted earlier in this report,
their efforts are meeting with growing success.
• The federal government: Both public and private
colleges and universities receive funds from Washington.
But the different types of institution sometimes disagree
on the fundamentals of distributing it.
Should the government help pay the operating costs of
colleges and universities by making grants directly to the
institutions-perhaps
through a formula based on enroll-

I

N SEARCHING

ments? The heads of many public institutions are inclined
to think so. The heads of many low-enrollment, hightuition private institutions, by contrast, tend to favor programs that operate indirectly-perhaps
by giving enough
money to the students themselves, to enable them to pay
for an education at whatever institutions they might
choose.
Similarly, the strongest opposition to long-term, federally underwritten student-loan plans-some envisioning
a payback period extending over most of one's lifetimecomes from public institutions, while some private-college
and university leaders find, in such plans, a hope that
their institutions might be able to charge "full-cost" tuition rates without barring students whose families can't
afford to pay.
In such frictional situations, involving not only biilions
of dollars but also some very deep-seated convictions
about the country's educational philosophy, the chances
that destructive conflicts might develop are obviously
great. If such conflicts were to grow, they could only sap
the energies of all who engage in them.
F THERE IS INDEED A CRISIS building in American higher
education, it is not solely a problem of meeting the
minimum needs of our colleges and universities in
the years ahead . Nor, for most, is it a question of
survive or perish; "colleges and universities are tough,"
as one president put it; "they have survived countless
cataclysms and crises, and one way or another they will
endure."
The real crisis will be finding the means of providing
the quality, the innovation, the pioneering that the nation
needs, if its system of higher education is to meet the
demands of the morrow.
Not only must America's colleges and universities
serve millions more students in the years ahead; they
must also equip these young people to live in a world that
is changing with incredible swiftness and complexity. At
the same time, they must carry on the basic research on
which the nation's scientific and technological advancement rests. And they must be ever-ready to help meet the
immediate and long-range needs of society; ever-responsi vr
to society's demands.
At present, the questions outnumber the answers.
• How can the United States make sure that its colleges and universities n'ot only will accomplish the minimum task but will, in the words of one corporate leader,
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IS MORE IMPORTANT than the critical and
knowledgeable interest of our alumni. It cannot
possibly be measured in merely financial terms.
-A university president

NOTHING

provide "an educational system adequate to enable us to
live in the complex environment of this century?"
• Do we really want to preserve the diversity of an
educational system that has brought the country a
strength unknown in any other time or any other place?
And, if so, can we?
• How can we provide every youth with as much
education as he is qualified for?
• Can a balance be achieved in the sources of higher
education's support, so that public and private institutions
can flourish side by side?
• How can federal money best be channeled into our
colleges and universiti~s without jeopardizing their independence and without discouraging support either from
the state legislatures or from private philanthropy?
The answers will come painfully; there is no panacea.
Quick solutions, fashioned in an atmosphere of crisis, are
likely to compound the problem. The right answers will
emerge only from greater understanding on the part of
the country's citizens, from honest and candid discussion
of the problems, and from the cooperation and support of
all elements of society.
The president of a state university in the Southwest told
us: "Among state universities, nothing is more important

than the growing critical and knowledgeable interest of
our alumni. That interest leads to general support. It
cannot possibly be measured in merely financial terms."
A private college president said: "The greatest single
source of improvement can come from a realization on
the part of a broad segment of our population that higher
education must have support. Not only will people have
to give more, but more will have to give."
But do people understand? A special study by the
Council for Financial Aid to Education found that:
• 82 per cent of persons in managerial positions or
the professions do not consider American business to be
an important source of gift support for colleges and
universities.
• 59 per cent of persons with incomes of $10,000 or
over do not think higher education has financial problems .
• 52 per cent of college graduates apparently are not
aware that their alma mater has financial problems.
To America's colleges and universities, these are the
most discouraging revelations of all. Unless the American
people-especially
the college and university alumnican come alive to the reality of higher education's impending crjsis, then the problems of today will be the
disasters of tomorrow.

The report on this and the preceding 15
pages is the product of a cooperative endeavor in which scores of schools, colleges,
and universities are taking part. It was prepared under the direction of the group listed
below, who form EDITORIAL PROJECTS FOR
EDUCATION,
a non-profit organization associated with the American Alumni Council.

Naturally, in a report of such length and
scope, not all statements necessarily reflect
the views of all the persons involved, or of
their institutions. Copyright © 1968 by Editorial Projects for Education, Inc. All rights
reserved; no part may be reproduced without
the express permission of the editors. Printed
in U.S. A.
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BROOKLINE-NEWTON
MASSACHUSETTS
Barbara Barron Schilling
'50
159 Carlton Rd.,
Waban, Mass.
On Saturday, May 4, the Brookline-Newton
Club met for a spring luncheon at the Charter
House Motel, Chestnut Hill. A delightful and
informative talk on various art forms was
given by Elaine Marks of Gallery III, in Sudbury. Greetings from the Lesley College Alumnae Association were given by Beatrice Marden Glickman '40, President.
Acting

Chairman:

It was the first meeting with such an enthusiastic response and more exciting plans
are in prospect for next year. Co-chairmen for
the luncheon were Barbara Barron Schilling
'50 and Sheila Berger Heller '59. In charge of
reservations was Barbara Paul Holzman '55.
Serving on the hard-working committee were:
Marguerite Shaman Delany '50, Betty Ann McCarthy MacDonald '52, Doris Kimball Newman
'31, Carole Kenler Papermaster '60, Cynthia
Shepatin Rosenthal '60, and Diane Berkowitz
Wilcon '62. A raffle of door prizes was held
and a generous check from the proceeds was
given to the Gertrude Malloch Scholarship
Fund. Those Alumnae present were: Jane
Kudish Ansin '62, Barbara Nussinow Bartman
'59, Marguerite Shaman Delaney '50, Mary
Bonzagni Ditto '36, Elaine Bornstein Ellis '60,
Judy Weisman Ellison '60, Myrna Shufro
Fruitt '54, Beatrice Marden Glickman '40,
Laurel Harrison Goldstein '42, Adele Gruener

club notes

'20, Sheila Berger Heller '59, Barbara Paul
Holzman '55, Ei,elyn Blondes Lamb '48, Frances Macisaac Leonard '53, Susan Finn Levin
'59, GertrudeVernon Magid '42, Doris Kimball
Newman '81, Elain Meisner Nottonson '60,
Barbara Goldman Packer '60, Carole Kenler
Papermaster '61, Ruth Welensky Roblin '54,
Cynthia Shepatin Rosenthal '60, Judith Rosen
Rothenberg '62, Barbara Barron Schilling '50,
Pearl Alpert Starr '33, Louise Radlo We1'.nberg '41, Diane Berkowitz Wilcon '62, Audrey
Shriber White '54.
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NORTH SHORE
MASSACHUSETTS
Marilyn Engl ish Riley '59
5 Tapley Rd.,
Lynnfield Centre, Mass.
Secretary: Sara Rubin Cohen '25
25 Beverly Rd.,
Swampscott, Mass.
A pot-luck luncheon for members of the North
Shore Club was held at the home of Marilyn
English Riley '59, President of the Alumnae
group. The luncheon was planned as a fund
raising project in support of the Alumnae Associat ion's Scholarship.
President:

The Club is also planning to hold a coffee
hour in the fall, to which they are inviting
Lesley students from the North Shore area.

SAN FRANCISCO AND BAY AREA
CALIFORNIA
Beryl Seeley Cosgrcive '34
2505 Melendy Dr.,
San Carlos, Calif.
Secretary: Jan e Beeton Amero '59
606 Capuchino Dr.,
Millbrae, Calif.
Chinese dishes were enjoyed by all at the annual spring luncheon .of the San Francisco and
Bay Area Club, on Saturday, May 4. Lana
Bailey '56 made all the arrangements for the
get-together
at the Sai-Yon Restaurant
in
Chinatown in San Francisco. Her efforts were
well-rewarded with a grand turn-out from club
members.
President:

Our two California clubs are working
far away from Lesley. They plan to
membership lists and ideas for club
in hopes of establishing a stronger
tion in the state of California.

hard, so
exchange
activities
organiza-

WORCESTER COUNTY
MASSACHUSETTS
Nancy Gore Goff '65
14 Dick Dr .,
Worcester, Mass.
Secretary: Mar,iorie Ryan Igo e '32
81-1 Park Ave.,
Worcester, Mass.
The Worcester County Club held its annual
Spring Luncheon at the College on Saturday,
April 6. The occasion marked the fifth anniversary of the Club. Members returned to
campus as guests of the College for a Continuing Education
Program,
sponsored by
the Alumnae Association. President
Orton,
Mrs. Mark V. Crockett, and Beatrice Mcirden
Glickman '40. President of the Alumnae As sociation, joined the Club members at an anniversary luncheon following the morning program .
A check was presented to the library to finance
a book shelf in honor of Mark V. Crockett. and
Eileen Sheehan Creedon '49, Program Chairman for the club. presented a tree to be planted
on campus marking the fifth anniversary of
the Worcester County Alumnae Club. Following lunch, members had an opportunity to tour
the campns. Many thanks to Marinn Znsh in
Srebnick '58, who gave the invocation: Blnnch P
Lewis Fr eeland er '20, Chairman of Library
Fund; and Nancy Gore Goff '65, who worked
so hard in arranging the luncheon.
President:

1919
Mary B ergemini Tewksbury of Derry Village, N. H.,
and Mr s. E. Ward of N ewton Centre, Mass., were
among the guests at Alumnae Day.

1920
Adele Grn ener joined Blanch e L ewi s Fr eeland er for
the Alumnae Day program at the College in April.

1923
Margar et Carroll Sampson
Lesley's Alumnae Day.

r epresented

her

class

at

1924
Edith Hult
Dr. Orton
James 0.
University

en Bibbin s of Short Hills, N. J. represented
and Lesley College at the inauguration
of
Fuller as Presid ent of Farleigh Dickinson
on May 9.

1925
Catherine Clasby B egg is now making her home at
Musty Meadow Lane, N. Chatham, Mass.
[!e~ty Brown Bliyen and husband, Richard, are now
hvmg nn Ferncl1ffe Rd ., Morris Plains, N. J .

Fl orene~ D. Fol ~y, 1848 Coi:nmonwealth Ave,. Brighton,
Mass., 1s teaching a special class in Boston. Thos e
who remember Florence will be interested in learning
that she still wears a size 7 dress.
T eresa Morgan _ Gran ey is teaching in Lawrence,
The Graneys live at 3 Albion St., Lawrence

Mass.

Alma John son Hag er is teaching in Arlington
Mass.
Alma and husband, Francis
live at 11 Bright Rd
Be~mont . She and "Babe" Lythgoe Mo zie r get too-ethe;
"'
qmte often.
Mary I. Hannigan is living at 325 Brownell Ave. New
Bedford, Mass. "May" is teaching in New Bedford
and spends her free time traveling and playing golf'.

f!1arion S. Durr ell, 99 Midland St., Lowell, Mass., has
Just completed "several" years as director of a priva tely endowed kindergarten
in Lowell.

Elizabeth Arnold Hayn es, 34 Wachusett Rd., Wellesey,
Mass., t~lls us th~t she has a daughter, a son, and six
Elizab et h's husband
George is in real
grandchildren.
~~
'
'

The Lesley College friends of Ada Bangs Fayle extend
to her their sympathy on the loss of her son, 34, in
March, 1967.

Margaret
Crock er Homm el and husband
Edward
make their home at 40 Mayflower Rd Ne~ton
Mass'
.,
'
·
Margaret's
husband is a physician.
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Alice Robertson Dolan is still doing volunteer work
as Red Cross Gray Lady in the Valley Forge Army
Hospital. The Dolans mak e their home at 186 Steeple
Chase Rd., Devon, Pa.
The following members of the class of 1928 have been
located:

Katherine E. Knowlton and husband, Francis,
are
living in Leominster, Mass., at 60 Crescent Rd. Katherine's husband is president of Fitchburg
Gas and
Electric Co.
Th eresa K . Lally makes her home at 111 Independence
Dr., Chestnut Hill, Mass. Ther esa is teaching home
economics in Boston.
Eva Grant Marshall, Snapper Lane, Katy Hatch Hill,
Falmouth, Mass., is conducting a private school. J:[er
husband, Russell, is the principal of Falmouth High
School. Eva joined other 25er's at Mary McCarron
Mead's this past summer.
Mary McCarron Meade and Frank missed seeing John
and Bertha Donahue Hartwell in Florida this February
as John and Bertha got fed up with the Florida weather
and took off for Jamaica for a few weeks.
Ruth Truesdale Meserve and husband, Robert, are
now living in Alexandria, Va., at 1803 Stratford Dr.
Ruth retired so that she could teach the homebound,
substitute,
and play bridge and knit. She has two
daughters
and four grandchildren.
Ruth was among
the 25er's who got together last summer at Mary
Mead's.

Frances Blackburn Slade, 150 Virginia St., Waterloo,
N. Y., is doing a wonderful job as class agent for the
Alumnae Annual Giving Program. Frances and some
other 25er's visited Mary McCarron Mead at her summer home in Marion, Mass., last summer. Frances'
husband, Harold, has retired from the Seneca Ordinance Depot.
Freida Mikel s Smith and husband, David, are living
at 203 Winchester St., Brookline, Mass. David is a
lawyer, as is the Smiths' son.

Doris McPeake Moakley writes that she has three sons
and three daughters
and 17 grandchildren!
The
Moakley's live at 149 Adams St., Lexington, Mass.

1926

Margaret Lythgoe Mozi er , 185 Commonwealth Ave.,
Newton, Mass., informs us that she has one grandchild, "Jack", who is a lawyer in Boston.

Virginia Smith Hawkins and husband, John, make
their summer home in Duxbury, Mass., at 379 King
Caesar Rd. John has recently retired and the Hawkins
spend their winters in Florida.

Elise Parker Owen is excited about becoming a grandmother for the first time. Her husband, Frank, died
in 1962 and since then Elise has been occupied with
gardeni~g, church and library committees. She would
love to have her old friends call on her in Barnstable,
Cape Cod.

1927

We hear that Mary Pl ezin, of 11 Rockland T errace,
S. Dartmouth,
Mass., is teaching a special class in
New Bedford . .4nna M. Suchnichi, 520 Brock Ave.,
New Bedford, is also teaching in that town. Anna loves
to cook and preserve, and to dabble in the stock market .

Mariam J. Riggs of 601 Mayflower Rd., Claremont,
Calif., writes that she has retired, and is now enjoying
the lovely California
climate. Miriam worked in a
private home and school in New York City for 13
years. She then traveled for two years in Europe,
spending time in Greece and the Mediterranean.
On
her return, Mariam worked in a children's home in
Washington,
D. C., and then went on to Honolulu,
where she worked in a home for dependent gir ls. For
the past thirteen years, Mariam has been operating a
kindergarten
in Claremont.
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Ella Swanson Galvin and daughter, Denise '67, are
both class agents for Lesley's Alumnae Annual Giving
Program.

Elizabeth R. Buckley is:
Mrs. Thomas Bruce
Tuttle Road
Durham, Conn.

Agnes E. Menzel is :
Mrs. Marshall Bryant
32 Deering Road
Portland, Maine.

Evelyn J. Cole:
15 Maple Terrace
Maynard, Mass.

Clarrissa Patten is:
Mrs. John Hoff
A-2 291
Dunnellon, Fla.

S. Frnnces Mard en was here in April for Alumnae
Day. Frances has been a member of the Milton School
Committee for the past three years and recently announced her candidacy for re-election.

Blanche Crovo:
14 Zella St.
Roslindale, Mass.

Bessie Reid is:
Mrs. Raymond Ring
322 Beacon St.
Boston, Mass.

Evelyn Gale is:
Mrs. Robert Barr
Paxton Road
Holden, Mass.

Elsie Roberts is:
Mrs. Francis C. Hebert
82 Crescent St.
Quincy, Mass.

Lydia Jones Speirs tells us that her daughter, recently
married, is living in Rome, Italy, where her husband
has accepted a position as assistant to the headmaster
of St. Stephens School. A son, Jeffrey, graduated from
Bucknell University and is presently a lieutenant with
the Signal Corps in Vietnam.

Glenna G. Graf:
58 Ash St.
Manchester,
N.H.

Mildred Sanford is:
Mrs. John A. Lynch
144-9 29 Ave.
Flushing, L.1., N.Y.

Virginia K ihlgren is:
Mrs. Louis La Barre
Acorn Road
Whitman, Mass.

Marguerite Sargent is:
Mrs. Walter Hurley
27 Walton Park
Melrose, Mass.

Hilda Lothrop is:
Mrs. Samuel Rudback
70 Green St.
Watertown,
Mass.

Marie Serletto
is:
Mrs. Mitchell Skarza
52 Lebanon Hill
Southbridge,
Mass.

1929
Among the club members from the Worcester area who
attended Alumnae Day was Eleanor Smith Cutting.
Eleanor is treasurer of the Worcester County Alumnae Club.

1928
The Alumnae Office extends sympathy
Lois Willard Dow, 773 Great Plains
Mass., who died this past January.

to the family of
Ave., Needham,

Lena De Cesare Morton and husband, Charley, make
their home at 27 Phillips Ave., Middletown, R. I.
Lena's husband is a retired Navy Captain. Lena is
presently teaching in Newport.
F. Helen Bruno Murphy writes that she has one son
and one granddaughter.
Helen and husband, Peter,
are living at 216 Hamilton St., Dorchester, Mass.

Doris Kimball Newman took time out from a very
busy schedule to return to campus for Alumnae Day.
Doris is a member of the Alumnae Association Nominating Committee and is presently working on the
committee of the Newton-Brookline
Alumna e Club.

1930
Ruth Ober Wiley is working with handicapped
children and is a branch librarian in Lynnfield. Ruth is
living at 22 Crest Rd., Lynnfield, Mass.

1931
The Alumae Association expresses its sympathy to
the family of Edna Clements Bissell who passed away
January 31 of this year.

1932

1933
Elizabeth Barber of Orchard Rd., Storrs,
resented her class at Alumnae Day.

Conn., rep-

1934
Eleanor Twitchell Gustafson represented
Dr. Orton
and Lesley College at the Centennial
Charter
Day
Program,
commemorating
the 100th anniversary
of
Hampton Institute, Hampton, Va., on April 25, 1968.
Thelma Rubin Leshners' daughter,
Linda, has been
named to the Dean's List for the first semester, 19671968. To qualify for this honor, students must have
achieved a semester grade point average of 3.3 or
above.
It was good to see Blnnche Boucher Young back on
campus. Blanche returned to Lesley for the Alumnae
Day Program.

1936
Ruth Pearlswig Leffler, 49 Las Casas St., Malden,
Mass., writes that she has been a substitute for the
primary schools of elementary education for the past
seven years. Her husband, Ernest, is an attorney and
Vice President
of Mal's Super Market of Malden.
Stuart,
their 20 year old son, is a student
in
his junior year at Brown University
at Providence,
R.I. Their daughter, Joyce, is a graduate of Pembroke College and the University of Minnesota, where
she received her Master's Degree in Journalism. Joyce
is a writer on the staff of the Associated Press in
Portland, Maine.
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1938
Frances Balsor Bean represented
nae Day in April.

her class for Alum-

1939
Myrtle
campus

Pierce Aulenback
joined many friends
on
in April when she attended Alumnae Day.

1952
Eleanor Whiting Pitt and husband, Gavin, are now
living in Delafield,
Wis., at 505 St. John' s Rd.
Eleanor's husband is President of St. John's Military
Academy in Delafield.

Jean Cogan McKean joined Anne Slruick Mricchi for
Alumnae Day. Jean and Anne worked very hard as
chairmen for their class' 15th reunion last June. Since
th€n, Jean has served on the Alumnae Board of Directors as co-chairman of club activities.

1940
Beatrice Marden Glickman, President of the Alumnae
Association,
was present to greet many returning
graduates on Alumnae Day.

1953
Eile en MricElarny, Nancy Morrison, Doris MacGregor
H enders on, and Donna Crawford made a lovely addition to those alumn ae who returned
to Lesley for
Alumnae Day in April.
·

1961
Marlene Steinman
proud to announce
joins her brother,
at 21 Valley View

1946
Among the group from the New England area who
were on campus for Alumnae Day was Ethel Durrie
Berghuis.

1954
It was good to see Elizabeth
on campus for Alumnae Day.

1948
Selma Chervin Bell, Mary Keef e Jones, and Evelyn
Blondes Lamb enjoyed seeing each other once again
when they returned to Lesley for Alumnae Day. Evelyn served as co-chairman for registration.

back

Ann S. Casey, of 159 Myron St., Dracut, Mass., has
been appointed as a teacher in the Dracut School
System. For th e past 13 years, Ann has been teaching
in the Dame School in Medford.
Cynthia Wilson Connor, husband, Jim, and four children are enjoying an active life in Rexburg, Idaho.
Cynthia is in the process of starting a kindergarten
there.

1949
Joyce Gomberg Aaron of 4 Squantum Rd., Paxton,
Mass., has been named to direct the Jewish Community Center Chickadee program for pre-school children.
Eile en Sheehan Creedon of
Alumnae Club, was back on
Alumnae Day Program and
of a tree, to be planted at
Mark V. Crockett. Eileen is
the club.

1958
Carlisle Bascom

the Worcester
County
campus to join in the
to make a presentation
Lesley in honor of Dr.
program chairman for

1955
Elaine Barron AlP,xander was present at the inauguration of Hugh Gloster as the seventh president of
Moorehouse College, Atlanta,
Ga., on February
17.
Elaine represented
Dr. Orton and Lesley College at
the ceremony.

1957

1950
Margu erite Shaman Delany once again provided a
very gracious touch to an Alumnae Association program when she served as chairman for refreshments
on Alumnae Day.

1951
Ruth Flah er ty Burk et was one of many alumnae back
on campus this spring for Alumnae Day.
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Ruth Greenblatt Bressman moved from Connecticut
to Ohio last summer, where her husband, Eddie, is a
physical test lab technician for the New Departure
Hyatt Division of General Motors. The Bressmans
have two boys, Joel, 6½ and David, 2½. Ruth has
opened a play school in her home where she supervises
ten children.
Midge Brenner Lipkin joined her classmates, Bettyjan e Bockoven Manoog and Winifred Linehan, for
Alumnae Day. Midge is First Vice President of the
Alumnae Association, and is serving as Chairman of
the Alumnae Scholarship for this year.

Chorches and husband, Martin, are
the birth of Suzanne Beth. Suzanne
Ronald, 3½, at the Chorches' home
Rd., Simsbury, Conn.

Congratulations
to Barbara Yarlott Liepmann
and
husband, Hugo, on the birth of their third child, Tania
Anne, born in February,
1968. The Liepmanns haYe
two other daughters, Suzanna, 8½ and Karen, 7.

Beryl Darrer Epst ein and her husband, Norman, living at 12 McDevitt Rd., Randolph, Mass., have three
sons: Scott, Steven and Shawn. The Epsteins
are
expecting another addition to the family in August.
They are also expecting to move into a new home in
Sharon, Mass., during the summer months.

Marian Za shi n Shr cbnick and Maurine Green Stone
represented the class of 1958 at Alumnae Day.

Barbara Streif erd Gladstone makes
Havilend St., Wollaston, Mass.

1959
Sylvia Oppenheim Goodwin writes that she and husband, Bob, have moved to Marblehead, Mass., where
Bob is an instructor of English. The Goodwins mak e
their home at 4 Dodge Rd., in Marblehead.
Congratulations
to Maur een lngoldsby on her marriage
to Jay Young Clark in February, 1968. Maureen and
Jay are living in Brockton, Mass. Jay is a New England sales representative
for W. W. Cross Company.
Ann e Hou seas Kout so and Marsha Kolsky Traub
participated
in the Alumnae Day Program in April.
It was good to see some members from the class of
1959.
Making their new home at 9 Lincoln St., Winchester,
Pound and husband,
Mass., are Nancy Handford
Donald.

1960
Joyc e Karp Rosenthal, Dede Sharpe Hadelman, Linda
Bau er Maston, Sandy Freshman K eller, and Gail
the class of 1960 at
Rob er ts Dusseault represented
Alumnae Day. Joyce and Sandy were co-chairmen of
exhibits and Gail was in charge of student hostesses.

her home at 80

Sandra Wiles Marquis and husband, Donald, welcomed their second daughter, Melissa Wiles, on March
25. Melissa joins her sister, Amy, who is 20 months
old.
Joyce Marshall Snyder served as co-chairman
istration for Alumnae Day.

of reg-

1962
Susann e Scheps L evin e and husband, Howard, make
their home at 2100 Linwood Ave., Fort Lee, N.J. The
Levines have one son, Jonathan Alan, born in September , 1967.
Patricia Cole King writes that she was married in
November, 1967. Patricia
and her husband, David,
are at home at 63 Garden Lane, Waltham, Mass. Pat
is teaching kindergarten
in Waltham.
Sandra Rosenthal Schult z writes that she and husband,
Gerald, have been stationed at Richards Gebaur Air
Force Base, Mo., since June, 1966, while Richard is
serving his two-year dental internship.
Sandra says,
"Our son, Michael Louis, was born in May, 1967."
The Schultzs are 15 miles outside of Kansas City,
and hope that if any members of the class of 1962 are
in the area that thP.y will give them a call.
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1964
Harold and Susan Friedman Brownstein are the joy ful parents of a daughter, Amy Ga);le, b~rn in Fe!Jruary, 1968. Harold will be completmg his Ph.D. m
Electrical
Engineering
in June, 1969, at Ne"': York
University. The Brownsteins, present address is: 439
B 22 St., Far Rockaway, L. I., N. Y.

Marilyn Beeton Lange was back on campus in April
to participate
in th e Alumnae Day Program.
Joan Lubow Stone, 2696 E. 56 St., Loi:-g Beach, Calif_.,
informs us that her husband, Larry, is a denta l officer with the U. S. Public Health Service in Long
Beach. The Stones have two daughters, Marcy, 2, and
Jill who was born in February of this year. Carol and
her' family will be moving back t o Boston _in_ Ju)y
where her husband will enter Tufts to specialize m
Orthodontics.

1967
Barbare;, Roffman Wider is now livin g at
gressional
Lane, Rockville, Md., while . her
Jerry does research work with the Nat10nal
of H~alth for two years. The Widers have
Jedd Harold, born in January of this year,
Michael.

315 Conhusb_and,
Institute
two sons,
and Todd

Francine Braddon Tenebaum and husband, Bob, live
at 346 Lincoln St. Waltham, Mass. The Tenebaums
were married in J~ly, 1967. Francine is now teaching
first grade in Waltham. Bob is a market analyst for
the Carter's Ink Company, in Cambridge.

1965

Marion Abrams writes that she is now Mrs. Marion
Kay, and is making her home at 132 Washington St.,
Reading, Mass.

Janet Blanchard Bowker informed the Alumnae Office that she and husband, Dave, are living in Essex
Centre Vt. Dave is working for the New England
Teleph~ne Company, and Janet is teaching
second
grade in Essex.

Judith Kimball Emerson writes that she and husband,
Bill will be in Baltimore, Md., for another year, then
on to New York or Boston while Bill completes his
medical training. The Emersons are the proud .parents
of a baby daughter,
Elizabeth Jean, born January,
1968.

Betsy Newcomb Evans _writes that her hu~band, D~ve,
has been working on his Ph.D. at M.1.T. m ~lectn~al
Engineering,
and is expecting to _complete his stu~ies
next year. Betsy has given up kmdergarten
teachmg
for a few years to raise her own kindergarten.
The
Evans are the proud parents of Judith Park, born
October, 1967.

Joyce Everett was among the many graduate~ ~ho
returned to Lesley for the Alumnae Day Contmumg
Education Prograin in April.

Nancy Gore Goff, President of the Worcester County
Alumnae Club attended Lesley with members of her
group for Alm;.mae Day, and for the Club'.s fifth anniversary luncheon which followed the mornmg program.

1963

Carolyn Taylor Jarmulowicz, Greenfield Rd. 1 Box 183,
Colrain, Mass., writes that she taught special classes
in Quincy, Mass., for two years. She then taught
trainable
classes in Greenfield,
Mass. Caro lyn married her husband,
Peter, in February,
1965. The
J armulowiczs have one daughter,
Linda Diane, who
is 18 months old. Carolyn does some substitute teaching, and also owns and directs Camp ~olrain, a residential summer camp for retarded children. Carolyn
would love hearing from other Lesley Alumnae in the
area.
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Elizabeth Klaiman joined other
for the Alumnae Association's
Program.

alumnae on campus
first Alumnae
Day

Myra Mazer, of 310 Summit Ave., Brighton, Mass.,
stopped in at the Alumnae Office in February.
Myra
has been teaching at the Horace Mann School for the
Deaf for the past two years. It was good to see Myra,
and have the opportunity
to chat.

1966
Congratulations
to Helen Berkm_an 01:-her _ marriage
to Alan Vinick. Helen's husband 1s a fmancial analyst
with the Securities
and Exchange
Commission. The
Vinicks will reside at 5309 Riverdale Rd., Riverdale,
Va.

Lynda Graham informs us that she is teaching sixth
grade at the Hardey School in Wellesley. Lynda is
planning a trip to Greece this summer.
Jane Meyer is now Mrs. David B. Heard, Jr. The
Heards are living at 52 Bennington St., Apt. 1, Newton Corner, Mass. Jane is teaching in Wellesley, Mass.
Susan Tidey Patten returned to campus in April for
the Continuing Education Program, sponsored by the
Alumnae Association.
Bonnie Renert Ross and her husband, Irv, have a
daughter,
Elizabeth
Rachel, born June, 1967. Irv is
an accountant with a firm in Washington,
D. C. The
Rosses make their home at 3324 Arnold Lane, Falls
Church, Va.
Arlene Guth Sui fer and husband, Raphael, announce
the birth of Donald Franklin,
born February,
1968.
The Soifers are making their home at 60 Rockeledge
Rd., Hartsdale, N. Y.
Joan Wil.~on married David Hobbs on January
30,
1968, in San Antonio Del Golfo, Venezuela. Joan's
husband has been working in the Peace Corps for the
past two years as an industrial
arts teacher and
school director. The couple will be living in Texas.

Pamela Baughman
and Margaret
O'Neill Ywoskus
were among the New England area alumnae who returned to campus for Alumnae Day on April 6.
S. Laurie Abrams Hall and husband, Daniel are living
at 671 Mermaid Ave., Pacific Grove, Calif. Laurie
was teaching second grade at the Underwood school
in Newton until her marriage
in March.
Susanne Lely·i:eld writes that she is now Mrs. Richard
Henderson.
Susan's husband is a senior at M.I.T.,
studying
African
Politics,
and is from Rhodesia.
Susanne is presently
teaching
kindergarten
in the
Quincy School System.
Sandra Lundell McLaughlin and husband, James, are
living at 13308 Finsburg
Court, Apt. 8, in Laurel,
Md. Sandy is teaching first grade at the Quarterfield
Elementary
School. Her husband is an analyst for the
Department
of Defense at Fort Meade, Md.
Dianne Bass Orenstein of 1208 Clements Bridge Rd.,
Barrington,
N. J., writes that she and her husband,
Mark, are now living in New Jersey, where he works
for . R.C.A. The Orenstein's
daughter,
Michelle Beth,
was born on Christmas Day.
Sheila Romo married Gerald Sprinsky last June. The
Sprinsky's
are now living at 14 Ruthellen
Rd., in
Framingham,
Mass. Sheila is teaching a special class
at the Peter Noyes School in Sudbury.
Susan L. Schneider is now living at 14 Cheswick Rd.,
Brookline. Susan writes that she is a research assistant for a Maternal and Infant Health Study for
the Children's Hospital in Boston.
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PRICE AND INFORMATION

• Out -of-state residents are not requir ed to pay Mass. Sales
Tax. Mass. residents must add sales tax to basic cost in
order to obtain total cost of each chair.

LESLEY COLLEGE CHAIRS

Type-Chair

Basic Cost

Mass.
Sales Tax•

Total
Cost••

$40 .00
39.25

$1.20
1.18

$41.20
40.43

Captain's

Cherry Arm s
Black Arm s

Nominal shipping charges will be due upon delivery to
destination.
Chairs will be shipped directly from Gardner, Massachusetts.
Allow two - four weeks for normal
delivery.
Examples

of Shipping

Charges

32.25

Gardner,

Shipping

Mass., to:

$4.60

Boston

24.50

.74

5.25

New York

25.24

(Na me)

( Date)

( Street

(C ity,

( Street)

CLASS

Lesley College chairs (s)

__

THIS JS A CLASS NOTE

City

State

Zip

TELEPHONE

OFFJCE OF THE L esley Alumn ae Review WELCOMES
ADDRESS YOUR LETTEHS JN CARE OF EDITOR, L esley

YOUR COMMENTS

Alumnae

ON ARTICLES AND MATERIALS PRESENTED
EVERETT ST ., CAMBRIDGE, MASS.
02

l~eview, 29

IN

l38.

State,

Zip

Code)

_
Enclosed is a check for $ ____
(Make checks payable to Lesley College Alumnae Association)
This rnvers the cost of the chair (s) plus the Massachusetts Sales
Tax if it is applicable.*

(Ci t y, State, Zip)

Captain's

Zip

Print)
(Na m e)

__

Slate

Ship to:

Date of Order

Type:

City

NEW
ADDRESS
Street

Person Making Order

Please order ____

YEAR

ADDRESS
Street

THE EDITORIAL
EAC H EDITION.

( Please

NAME

OLD
ADDRESS

HUSBAND"S
NA ME

LESLEY COLLEGE CHAIR ORDER FORM

We are interested in hearing from more of you . Please send
a note tellin g about yourself to Ed itor , L esley Afttm11c1e R e/lieu•, 29 Everett Street, Cambridge, Mass. 02138. You have
undoubtedly enjoyed reading about your classmates-they
want to read about you also.

YEAR
Married

Maiden

4.35

Worcester

CLASS NOTES FORM

Cost (approximate)

Side Chair

(B lack Only)

YOUR NAME,

To avoid missing a copy of Lesley Al1111111ae
Review fill out form below and send to: L esley
Alllm11ae Re view, 29 Everett Street , Cambridge,
Mass. 02138.

First

33.22

.97

OR CHANGING

NA ME

Boston Rocker

( Black Only)

MOVING

Nominal shipping charges will be paid hy the purcha ser at the
time of delivery .

Chair
Cherry Arms

__

Black Arms

__

Boston Rocker.

(Av ailable in black only)

__

Side Chair

( Available in black only)

* Out-of-state residents are not subject to the Mass. Sales Tax.
Mass. residents mu Jt include the sales tax in the total cost of
each chair. See Price and Information Sheet.

The Lesley Alumna e Review is a publieaticn of Lesley College, 29 Everett Street, Cambridge, Massachus et ts 02138.
Articles in the Lesley Alumna e Revi ew are the exp ress opinions of their authors and are not nec essar ily share<l by
Lesley Cnlleg-e.
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TRADITION REVIVED, Lesley College seniors light candles symbo lizing
their acceptance into the Alumnae Association during Step-Up Night
ceremonies. The tradition was revived by this year's senior class.

